
Spring Camp-O-ree Activities

1. Change tires station, 4 tires on wood 2x8 with lug bolts/nuts. Push/pull off road 
steerable soapbox cart.!!
2. Push, 1 passenger, 2 passenger, 4 passenger four wheel off road carts for 
time.!!
3. Treat a burn victim for first aid.!!
4. Extract a first aid dummy from a vehicle move to an evacuation area. Put out a 
fire using dirt, fire extinguishers, water and reducing oxygen!!
5. Kim’s game with tools for automotive repair. !!
6. Navigate through a crash site with spilled gasoline and car parts strewn 
everywhere.  Scouts navigate across the carnage to locate tool kits, first aid 
supplies and extinguish fires.  Once through the crash site they must extinguish a 
fire, extract an injured driver, perform first aid and a tire change. !!
7. NASCAR Jeopardy game. !!
8. Baden Powell's Monster garage real life Jumanji game (roll the dice, move 
forward) get the right answer to a scout skill or history question move forward get 
it wrong and move back to the start point.!!
9. Smoke filled tunnel/room rescues with fire fighter gear/military pro masks.!!
10. Automotive Operation real life Medical Operation game played on a vehicle, 
scouts will use a creeper to maneuver under a vehicle and turn bolts or install 
items on an undercarriage while not trying to touch the sides of the vehicle.!!
11. Syphon gas (water) from a fuel tank. Scouts will use a modified fuel tank and 
perform syphoning of gas from a fuel tank into an approved fuel container.!!
12. Scout-box Derby design, build, demonstrate and race.!!
13. Race car 2x4 build, paint and take home.!!
14. Inspect a car at the maintenance shop. Scouts will inspect the prep work 
started on a vehicle at the shop for safety violations and write those on a clip 
board, they will have a short time to inspect and write down their answers!
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!
15. Scouts will identify parts of an engine, undercarriage or function located on a 
vehicle. They will have a small amount of time to write a on an answer sheet.!!
16. Scouts will identify parts of an emergency roadside kit.!!
17. Accident checklist and procedures for a simple fender bender and a serious 
traumatic injury dealing with the neck and spine control.!!
18. Vehicles 101, an overview of all the switches, buttons in a car. Like defrost 
rear window heating wire. Front windshield fan/defrost. Car First aid kit and 
emergency road side kit.!!!!!


